
ENGAGEMENT AND 
COMMUNICATION 
With people who use SIEDs, PIEDs, IPEDs, 
HEDs, AAS, Gear, Juice, Steds, and so on... 
 
And the use of Images 



Me  
•  Trainer, Researcher, Nosey bugger, for 905 
• National IPED Info Survey Recruitment 
• Manager Bridge Project in Bradford 
• Competitive lifter and former user 
• Visiting Research Fellow at PHI  

• Advisory note on swearing and my excuse 



“Repeating profanities 
during tasks including 
cycling and a hand-grip 
test boosted 
performance, 
researchers say” 



Engagement  
•  For many years this has been an area of difficulty 

•  Treatment / Recovery agenda  
•  Misperceptions of staff 
•  Perception of users  
•  Service design  
•  Staff training 
•  Confidence  

• What are the real, back-to-basic issues?  



How do I turn this guy… 



Into this guy?  



How do I approach this guy?  



If I feel like this guy?  



How do I get this guy…  



Into here?  



What’s changed?  
• What’s the drama?  
•  For the first time ever there is real evidence  

•  Psychological effects  
•  NICE guidance  
•  Cardiac function 
•  BBV rates 

• Has austerity slowed down the agenda? 
•  Why invest in steroid users when other basic services are 

vanishing? 



This is from one gym  



Does this worry us enough? 



What messages do we send out?  
• What control do we have over images being used / seen?  
• How responsible can we be for these?  
• What can we do about them?  

•  Boycott associated products? 

•  This is a societal issue  
•  But is portrayed mostly in the media  

• Here are some examples 



Superhero created by drugs 



Classic characters being changed 



New hugely-famous ‘personalities’  

•  13,000 followers  

•  1.1million  



Advertising  



What do we want in our images?  
•  for the purpose of promotion / engagement 

•  What will peak the interest of a steroid user? 
•  What will be engaging?  
•  What will be relatable?  
•  Will it translate?  

• Confirming to stereotypes or challenging them? 
• Both  

•  These are the best examples I have seen 
•  Kindly provided by Mike Linnell  









What’s the solution?  
• National online PIED forum  
• Regional forums / meetings  
•  Investing in staff 

•  Affordable training provision 
•  Still allow for innovation  
•  Non silo working  

• Support research / study agendas  
• Make it a priority  

•  The evidence is there  



Reason the Tories still won 

“Research from 
Brunel 
University in 
London found 
that physically 
stronger men 
tend to be more 
right wing” 



Any questions?  
•  Joseph Kean 
•  07757 100 162 
•  Joseph.kean@bradford.nhs.uk  


